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Test Calibration Kit for LAN
＜ Standard Calibration Kit＞

PJ-T （Plug-Jack Through-type Adapter）
PJ-T (Plug-Jack Through-type Adapter) has plug on one side and jack on the other,
generally used to measure hard ware contact and, as a characteristic adapter,
used to inspect the first through.
It can be also used as dummy of some expensive balun contacts.。

PJ-R （Plug-Jack Through-type Adapter with 100Ω Resister）
PJ-R (Plug Jack Through-type Adapter with 100Ω Resister) has plug on one side
and jack on the other, used to check the attenuation measurement system
and the contact ability of hardware's TOC (Terminated Open Circuit) characteristics.

J-R （Jack-type Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resistor）
J-R (Jack-type, Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resister) is used to check
the load value at the time of impedance adjustment and
to test characteristics of cable and other contacts.

J-O （Jack-type Open Reference Calibration）
J-O (Jack-type Open Reference Calibration) is used with J-R and J-S
to test impedance calibration. The result of impedance measurement will be
much reliable and secured by using both J-O and J-S,
whose impedance characteristics are opposite to each other, in one testing progress.

J-S （Jack -type Short Reference Calibration)）
J-S （Jack -type Short Reference Calibration) is used along with J-O,
whose impedance characteristics are opposite to J-S.
The reliability of impedance test measurement will be high and
secured by using both J-O and J-S in a testing progress.

P-O （Plug－type Open Reference Calibration）
P-O (Plug-type Open Reference Calibration) is used along with P-S,
whose impedance characteristics are opposite, and improve the test result.
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P-S （Plug-type Short Reference Calibration）
P-S (Plug-type Short Reference Calibration) is used along with P-O,
whose Impedance characteristics are opposite, and improve the test result.

SMA75Ω Terminator (Plug-type terminator with 75Ω）
SMA75Ω Terminator (Plug-type terminator with 75Ω) is used
by connecting to the J2 port of Balun,
with North Hills Longitudinal Balun 0322BFA2 (SMA connector is attached).

4PCTAJ-BH(Octagonal Base Plate Socket)
4PCTAJ-BH、4PCTAJ-N (Octagonal Base Plate Socket)is used with
Balun Test Setting Tool and fixed the lead wires of testing connector plugs.
*For high qualified BH Balun / North Hills Balun : 4PCTAJ-BH
*For standard North Hills Balun : 4PCTAJ-N

PCTAC5EK(Patch Code Adapter)

(Imported）

PCTAC5 (Patch Code Adapter) conforms to TIA/EIA-568-B.2
and is for the evaluations of transmitting abilities of the modular codes.
(Superior Modular Products Inc.)

DTX Lab Adapter(Fluke CO.,LTD)
An adapter for use in DTX.
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＜ CAT6,Test Calibration Kit ＞

P-R2 (Plug-type Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resistor)
P-R2 (Plug-type Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resister) is used to check
the load value at the time of impedance adjustment
and to test characteristics of cable and other contacts.

P-O2 (Plug -type Open reference Calibration)
P-O2 (Plug -type Open reference Calibration)
to test impedance calibration. The result of
much reliable and secured by using both P-O2
whose impedance characteristics are opposite

is used with P-R2 and P-S2
impedance measurement will be
and P-S2,
to each other, in one testing progress.

P-S2 (Plug-type Short Reference Calibration)
P-S2 (Plug-type Short Reference Calibration) is used along with P-O2,
whose impedance characteristics are opposite, and improve the test result.

J-R2 (Jack-type Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resistor)
J-R2 (Jack-type Load Reference Calibration with 100Ω Resistor) is used to check
the load value at the time of impedance adjustment
and to test characteristics of cable and other contacts.

J-O2 (Jack-type Open Reference Calibration)
J-O2 (Jack-type Open Reference Calibration) is used with J-R2
and J-S2 to test impedance calibration.
The result of impedance measurement will be much reliable
and secured by using both J-O2 and J-S2,
whose impedance characteristics are opposite to each other, in one testing progress.

J-S2 (Jack-type Short Reference Calibration)
J-S2 (Jack-type Short Reference Calibration) is used a long with J-O2,
whose impedance test measurement will be high
and secured by using both J-O2 and J-S2 in a testing progress.

4PCTAJ-2.54 (Octagonal Base Plate Socket)
4PCTAJ-2.54 (Octagonal Base Plate Socket) is used with Balun Test Setting Tool
and fixes the lead wires of testing connector plugs.

AD-4.45-2.54 (Pitch Change Socket)
AD-4.45-2.54 (Pitch Change Socket) makes 4.45mm pitch of BH Balun (040-0055)
apply to the 2.54 mm pitch.
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＜ Test Jig CAT6 Pyramid ＞

PCTAC6K (Modular Code Test Head Jig)

(Imported）

PCTAC6K (Modular Code Test Head) conforms to TIA/EIA-568-B.
and is for the evaluations of transmitting abilities of the modular codes.(1set =2pcs）

PYRA-BALUN-HOJIJIG

(Balun Setting Jig)

(Not including Balun)

PYRA-BALUN-HOJIJIG (Balun Setting jig)is a tool for setting Balun to Balun
on 1F board.AU and NI coating.

PYRA-BALUN-FEXTJIG (Far Side Balun Setting Jig)
(Not including Balun 1F board and Balun)
PYRA-BALUN-FEXTJIG (Far Side Balun Setting Jig)is a tool for setting far side
Balun to 1F board.

PYRA－A2 (Calibration standard, Back-to-back Through)
PYRA－A2 (Calibration standard, Back-to-back Through)is a board to
calibrate back-back through close side and far side.

PYRA－A3 (Common Mode Termination for NEXT, Opposite

Pairs)

PYRA－A3 (Common Mode Termination for NEXT, Opposite Pairs)is used for calibrating
NEXT as a termination for opposite angled 2 pairs,
and as a relay terminal connecting board to connect up to
1F board for the rest of 2 pairs. 50Ω±0.02％ is used for terminal resistance.

PYRA－A4 (Common Mode Termination for NEXT, Adjacent Pairs)
PYRA－A (Common Mode Termination for NEXT, Adjacent Pairs) is used for calibrating
NEXT as a termination for adjacent angled 2 pairs,and as a relay terminal
connecting board to connect up to 1F board for the rest of 2 pairs.
50Ω±0.02%×2 is used for terminal resistance.

PYRA－A5 (Common Mode Termination , Far Side)
PYRA－A5 (Common Mode Termination , Far Side) is used for calibrating NEXT
as a termination for far side 4 pairs. 50Ω±0.02％ is used for terminal resistance
is a termination for 4 pairs. 50Ω±0.02%×2 is used for terminal resistance.

PYRA－A6

(Common Mode Termination for FEXT )

PYRA－A6 (Common Mode Termination for
as a termination for 3 pairs, and as a
to connect up to 1F board for the rest
50Ω±0.02%×2.％ is used for terminal
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＜ Test Jig CAT6 Pyramid ＞

PYRA－A7 (Differential Mode Termination, Far Side )
PYRA－A7 (Differential mode Termination, Far Side ) is used for calibrating FEXT
as a termination for far side 4 pairs. 50Ω±0.02％ is used for terminal.

PYRA－A8 (1F Board for Balun)
PYRA－A8 (1F Board for Balun) is to enable the insertion of common mode or
differential mode resister terminations for the inactive pairs.

PYRA－A9 (Long Pin Through Adapter)
PYRA－A9 (Long Pin Through Adapter) is a terminal connecting board
without termination.

PYRA－A10 (Pyramid Assembly)
PYRA－A10 (Pyramid Assembly) is DUT connecting board used by connecting
the pyramid for impedance stability.
*Position of plugs are the same as SMP jig.
*Plastic plate is attached to avoid an adhesive the lead line and conductor side.

PYRA－A11 ( Board Assembly , Without Pyramid))
PYRA－A11 ( Board Assembly) is DUT terminal connecting board. (Without pyramid)

JEITA-LNF-2

(Direct Probe Jig)

JEITA-LNF-2 (Direct Probe Jig) easily measures plug NEXT.
*Position of plugs are the same as SMP jig.
*Probe pins are changeable.
*Easy to couple with plugs.
*Return Loss -35+20 log ( f / 100)dB [up to 500MHz]
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